EYsailing
Thematic sailing in Greece
Votsi 14
Patras, 26221
Greece

EYsailing – Navigating Emotional Cartographies

Workshop description:
The goal of this workshop is to provide an intellectual and creative space to share different
ideas and methodologies that can help further exploring the complex relationships that exist
between places, maps and emotions.

General idea of the thematic trip, its principles, inspiration or/and ideas.
A call for participants for a workshop on Emotional Cartographies that will take place in
Greece, June 2017. The goal of this workshop is to provide an intellectual and creative space
to share different ideas and methodologies that can help further exploring the complex
relationships that exist between places, maps and emotions. The workshop will refer to
narrative cartographies, collage making and map drawings by creating a subjective atlas of
emotions based on the sailing journey. The creative process will be open without limitations on
the media. The creations can be mixed media and the participants will allow their imagination
and emotional responses to play with the geographical aspect of the journey.
The workshop derives from psychogeography; an approach to geography that emphasizes
playfulness and "drifting" around urban environments. It has links to the Situationist
International. Psychogeography was defined in 1955 by Guy Debord as "the study of the
precise laws and specific effects of the geographical environment, consciously organized or
not, on the emotions and behavior of individuals." Another definition is "a whole toy box full of
playful, inventive strategies for exploring cities... just about anything that takes pedestrians off
their predictable paths and jolts them into a new awareness of the urban landscape."
AUDIENCE & Course Layout
This workshop aims to bring together generic audience, artists, scholars and students from
cartography, geography, the humanities and the arts who are interested in exploring further the
relationships between maps, emotions and places. We would like to invite participants
interested in discussing and debating any type of relationship between these elements
including:
▪ The theoretical underpinning of mapping emotions;
▪ The creation of narrative cartographies through creative writing
▪ Collecting emotional material developed in arts, sciences and the humanities
associated with places (e.g. memories, perceptions);
▪ The practical and creative aspects of mapping emotions and designing mixed media
emotional maps
▪ Collage and Map drawings workshop: based on the real maps of the journey the
participants will be called to create imaginative maps and use mixed media techniques.
▪ Improvised movements in locations based on emotions

Course programme and layout:

1st day:

Introduction to emotional cartography & multi-layered mapping
Check-in Lefkas. Sailing to Meganisi for the night.

2nd day:

Drawing Workshop
Sailing to Kastos. Workshop at the Windmill.

3rd day:

Creative Writing Workshop
Spend the day in Kastos. Hiking and free diving.

4th day:

Collage Workshop
Sail to Kioni-Ithaca. Hiking and local exploration.

5th day:

Site Specific Movement Workshop
On anchor in Filiatro or in Vathi -Ithaca.

6th day:

Creative Methods & Thinking
Fiskardo or Kalamos.

7th day:

Reflective Diary
Sailing to Paleros to spend the night on anchor.

Workshop price:
The price for the week-long workshop including:
+ yacht
+ instructor’s fee
+ workshop’s material (for drawing, collage etc)
+ maps
+ skipper
+ Introductory EY+ package with
• snorkelling equipment
• hiking through our top-rated paths
• attendance to available festivals
• basic sailing lesson
• archaeological sites depending on the route
• local gastronomy
• creation of album with your amphibious moments (GoPro) as a keepsake!
+ traditional Greek breakfast with local products
+ 1 dinner with fresh fish (hopefully!) on the beach
+ WiFi (1GB/week)
+ bed linen and towels
+ dinghy with engine
+ marina costs, check in/out costs
+ fuel and water costs for the boat
+ cleaning fees
+ VAT & taxes
is 750€ per person and only 6 positions are available.
The following costs are not included in the price :
- lunch and dinner (read below)
- flight tickets
- transportation to/from Lefkas harbour (around 20€ return).
The cost for a normal good-quality dinner out at a restaurant is around 20€ and the costs for
food & drinks which cover lunch and dinner on the yacht is usually around 100€ (roughly –
depends on the group) per person for the week.

Should you require to discuss further please contact us on the following details or feel free to
call, email, skype, FB or even meet us!

With our best sailing regards,
EYsailing team
Thematic sailing in Greece
info@eysailing.gr
www.eysailing.gr
www.facebook.com/eysailing
uk: +44 7807018063
gr: +30 6946330404

All team members of EY+ are certified for the appropriate capabilities and safety by the Sailing Club of
Patras, Greece. EYsailing is a registered Greek company with Tax ID 101927470.

